Build from a Full Kit
The Kit used for this build is from Chesapeake Performance Models (CPM). The
hull, ballast, deck and rudder is from Blue Crab Yachts, winch is a RMG 280EL, sails
are from John B Sails and the radio system is a Spektrum 6DXi.
The Full Kit is for a modern racing EC12 and the same as for those built for ready
to sail EC12s by CPM. The Kit contains all needed parts but those consumable
items used in any construction project.
The Kit was purchased by the Class for $2100 and if completed will be sold in the
spring of 2010. Notice of this sale will be through the Class Newsletter.
Transportation will like be through the EC12 underground. If the buyer is not
along the tracks, shipping costs will be born my the buyer.
The Full Kit has been two years in the making to assure a parts supply for retail
sales. The part for kits will vary as needed to keep up with innovation and supply.
The documentation for the build is this web site and will flow with the Electronic
Checklist (EC) along with the other two types of building. This will be noted in the
upper left of the specific page in the steps of the process. The sub pages specific
to this build will be on the left link bar of those pages for the steps. They will be
indentified by “Kit” in the page name. Support for the Kit and the build will be by
CPM and noted on the build pages.
The build and full documentation on this site is expected to be not more that four
months. Why so long? Four EC12 refits and on J Class Shamrock refit are being
conducted at the same time. Vern wants Red Bull.

